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INTRODUCTION

To understand how past environments may have influenced hominin evolution, temporal and causal relationships must be established between records of paleoenvironmental changes and the hominin fossil record. Recent advances arise from climate modeling and the availability of well-calibrated regional paleoclimatic records (deMenocal, 2004; Sepulchre et al., 2006), but accurately dated analysis of hominin-bearing sediments is needed to place fossils in their tectonic and climatic context. The Pliocene Hadar Basin in the Afar region of northern Ethiopia (Fig. 1) includes some of the world’s most complete collections of hominins (Johanson and Taieb, 1976; Johanson et al., 1982; Kimbel et al., 2004; Alemseged et al., 2006). As a result, sediments of the Hadar Basin have been studied intensively since the 1970s. Successful dating has been achieved using the combination of radiochronologic methods (mainly 40Ar/39Ar) on interlayered volcanic deposits and magnetostratigraphy (Aronson et al., 1977; Schmitt and Nairn, 1984; Renne et al., 1993; Tamrat et al., 1996; Walter and Aronson, 1993; Walter, 1994). Understandably, most geological work (e.g., Campisano and Feibel, this volume, and references therein) has focused on regions with high densities of fossil finds in the Hadar research area (Fig. 1). However, geologic work over the entire Hadar Basin is needed to fully constrain its paleoenvironment. The Dikika research area south of the Awash River and the Gona research area west of Hadar have been recently examined extensively (Quade et al., 2004, this volume; Wynn et al., 2006; Wynn et al., this volume). In the present study, we investigate and date the stratigraphy from a still poorly explored region of the eastern Hadar Basin that is referred to as the Ledi-Geraru research area, initially documented by the International Afar Research Expedition in the 1970s. The Ledi-Geraru area, east of the Hurda (= Ourda) wadi and north of the Awash River, provides the opportunity to better constrain the Hadar Basin history in space and time and to assess if environmental changes observed in other research areas are indeed regional and not related to local disturbance from faults, hiatuses, or variations in sediment accumulation. We present chronology of this previously undated stratigraphy using magnetostratigraphic analysis along with correlation of tuffaceous horizons found in the Ledi-Geraru area to their radiochronologically dated counterparts in the Hadar Formation. The results enable us to place paleontological finds in a well-calibrated chronostratigraphic framework and increase our understanding of the tectonic and climatic conditions that prevailed during their deposition.

GEOLOGICAL SETTING

Regional Geologic Setting

The Hadar Basin formed as an extensional subbasin of the subsiding Afar Depression at the triple junction of the Ethiopian Rift, the Aden Rift, and the Red Sea Rift (Fig. 1). Exposures of
the Hadar Formation defining the Hadar Basin are located along the Ethiopian Rift margin, just east of the Ethiopian escarpment, which separates the Afar Depression from the Ethiopian Plateau. The Ethiopian Plateau, probably present since the Oligocene (Pik et al., 2003), controls eastward river flow into the Afar Depression (in particular, the Awash River) but also northward flow into the Mediterranean through the Nile River. Atmospheric circulation modeling shows that the plateau obstructs zonal circulation and deflects Indian monsoon flow, such that enhanced Miocene-Pliocene uplift possibly induced aridification and environmental change in East Africa (Sepulchre et al., 2006; Gani et al., 2007; Spiegel et al., 2007). Rifting and subsidence of the Afar Depression commenced after the Oligocene (Ukstins et al., 2002). The most activity has occurred since 20 Ma, when the Gulf of Aden Rift joined the triple junction, driving widespread volcanism, faulting, and rotations of crustal blocks (Acton et al., 2000; Manighetti et al., 2001; Audin et al., 2004). Alternatively, it has been proposed that the Main Ethiopian Rift, propagating from the southwest, reached the Afar Depression and connected to the triple junction only 11 m.y. ago (Wolfenden et al., 2004). Major sedimentary accumulation began in the late Miocene to early Pliocene with fluviolacustrine deposits of the Sagantole Formation, which are correlated to the Middle Awash region further south and have been dated from 5.6 Ma to 3.9 Ma (Renne et al., 1999; Quade et al., 2004). The focus of this study is the Hadar Formation, which is composed of fluvial, paludal, and lacustrine deposits that rapidly accumulated (30–90 cm/k.y.) between ca. 3.8 and 2.9 Ma after normal faulting of the Sagantole Formation (Wynn et al., 2006). The Hadar Formation is defined (Taieb et al., 1976) and described in detail in the Hadar research area (Campisano, 2007; Campisano and Feibel, this volume). It is divided into four members separated by radiometrically dated tephras. The members, from bottom to top are: (1) the Basal Member, below the Sidi Hakoma Tuff (ca. 3.42 Ma), (2) the Sidi Hakoma Member, between the Sidi Hakoma Tuff and Triple Tuff-4 (ca. 3.25 Ma), (3) the Denen Dora Member, between Triple Tuff-4 and the Kada Hadar Tuff (ca. 3.20 Ma), and (4) the Kada Hadar Member, between the Kada Hadar Tuff and the Busidima unconformity surface (BUS; Wynn and Roman, this volume), which is located just above the Bouroukie Tuff.
(BKT-2 ca. 2.95 Ma). Additional marker horizons are described in Campisano and Feibel (this volume). The Sidi Hakoma Member includes a lignite layer, gastropods beds, and the Kada Damum Basalt. The Denen Dora Member includes a widespread fluvial sandstone (DD-3 sand) below the Kada Hadar Tuff. The middle and upper parts of the Kada Hadar Member comprise the laminated “Confetti Clay,” with the Kada Hadar Tuff a few meters below, and the BKT-1 and BKT-2 tufts. Dating and correlation to the Hadar Formation are also provided by magnetostratigraphy in the Gona research area (Quade et al., this volume) and the Hadar research area (Aronson et al., 1977; Schmitt and Nairn, 1984; Renne et al., 1993; Tamrat et al., 1996). The accurate stratigraphic positions of reversals from the Hadar studies have been recently synthesized (Campisano, 2007). The Hadar Formation at Hadar falls within the Gauss normal-polarity chron 2An (C2An) and includes the reversed-polarity Kaena chron 2An.1r (C2An.1r) and Mammoth chron 2An.2r (C2An.2r), providing four additional correlation points at the well-dated boundaries of these chronos. The Hadar Formation is separated from the overlying Busidima Formation (ca. 2.7 to <0.6 Ma) by a major area wide, ~200 k.y. angular unconformity (Quade et al., this volume; Wynn et al., this volume). Below this unconformity, there are fluviolacustrine deposits; above it, there are conglomeratic fluvial channel deposits interpreted either as the ancestral Awash River (Quade et al., 2004; Wynn et al., 2006) or as alluvial fans from the Ethiopian Plateau (Yemane, 1997).

**Paleoenvironments of the Hadar Formation**

The regional and local tectonic context of deposition during Hadar Formation time is still poorly understood. The present location of the Hadar basin exposure on the margin of the Main Ethiopian Rift suggests a simple east-west extensional configuration with subsidence controlled by syndepositional down-drop along normal faults parallel to the Ethiopian escarpment such as the east-dipping As Duma fault (Quade et al., 2004). This is substantiated by records of eastward to northward paleodrainages (Tiercelin, 1986; Quade et al., 2004; Behrensmeyer, this volume). However, the Hadar Formation thickness increases eastward (Tiercelin, 1986; Walter, 1994) to northeastward (Wynn et al., 2006), conspicuously suggesting an increasing rate of subsidence toward the eastern rather than the western margin of the basin. As a result, it was recently suggested that the Hadar Formation was deposited in response to northeast-southwest extension associated with the Red Sea Rift system, and then it shifted to east-west extension associated with the Ethiopian Rift during deposition of the Busidima Formation (Wynn et al., 2006).

Paleoenvironmental studies generally show that during deposition of the Hadar and Busidima Formations, global cooling was associated with more arid conditions in Africa, with some environmental variability at various localities (Quade et al., 2004). Analysis of the Hadar fauna assemblage indicates a range of available habitats including open and closed woodlands, gallery forests, edaphic grasslands, and shrublands. The paleontological record indicates slightly more xeric conditions beginning around 3.2 Ma and a distinct faunal turnover at ca. 3.0 Ma, with evidence of an influx of more arid-adapted taxa (Campisano and Reed, 2007; Reed, 2008). Stable carbon isotope values from pedogenic carbonates at Gona indicate a gradual shift from woodlands to grassy woodlands in the early Pliocene, to more open, but still mixed, environments in the late Pleistocene, possibly associated with increasing aridity and fluctuations in the timing and source of rainfall (Levin et al., 2004). Pollen assemblages suggest a large biome shift, up to 5 °C cooling, and a 200 to 300 mm/yr rainfall increase just before 3.3 Ma, consistent with a global marine δ18O isotopic shift (M2) (Bonnefille et al., 2004). Relative to modern East African lakes, δ18O values from lacustrine mollusk shell horizons of the Hadar Formation indicate large and high-frequency lake-level fluctuations that point to wetter and probably cooler summers, possibly attributable to the strengthening of the Atlantic-derived air mass component to the Ethiopian monsoon (Haillemicheal et al., 2002). However, the timing and periodicity of the climate variations observed in these studies are still insufficiently precise to allow definite correlation to known regional and global climate conditions accurately constrained in the marine realm.

**CHRONOSTRATIGRAPHIC ANALYSIS**

**Stratigraphic and Geochemical Correlations**

Compared to Hadar and Gona, the Hadar Formation deposits in the Ledi-Geraru area are generally thicker and more distal from the source region, and there is a predominance of lacustrine over fluvial deposits. Therefore, they provide better preservation and resolution of the paleoenvironmental history. The stratigraphy is best exposed at the Middle Ledi section (Fig. 1) where sediments are relatively uninterrupted by faulting and essentially flat lying, with a low bedding dip of 0°–2° (<5°) to north-northwest. As a result, the stratigraphy is exposed along a south-to-north transect of several kilometers on strata well-exposed on small hills and along ridges. The Middle Ledi section is a composite of ten overlapping subsections correlated to each other using unambiguous marker beds. The composite section spans an ~230-m-thick continuous sedimentary interval including the complete Sidi Hakoma and Denen Dora Members (Fig. 2). The Sidi Hakoma Tuff, Triple Tuff-4, and the Kada Hadar Tuff are correlated between the Hadar and Ledi-Geraru research areas using the following stratigraphic relationships and lithologic descriptions.

**Sidi Hakoma Tuff (SHT)**

The Sidi Hakoma Tuff is typically preserved in the region as a widespread white bentonite, ~20 cm thick, overlying Basal Member fluvial-deltaic sands. Exposures immediately west and south of the Middle Ledi section are located a few meters above the level of the modern Awash floodplain along the course of the river. Vitric channel-fill and crevasse-splay deposits of the Sidi Hakoma Tuff are also preserved at both Hadar and Dikika (Wynn
thin bentonites and a therefor, the lignite layer in central Hadar is also associated with bery in both central Hadar and along the border of the Hadar and lignite layer is known from the middle of the Sidi Hakoma Mem-

tant, their unique lithologic context (specifically that of Triple Tuff-4), is diagnostic. At Hadar and Dikika, Triple Tuff-4 is a ubiquitous white bentonite encased in an olive-green laminated fissile-shale that preserves apatite nodules and an ostracodite unit in its lower portion (Tiercelin, 1986; Wynn et al., 2006). In the Middle Ledi section, a similar lithologic unit at the 151 m level (150.87 ± 0.675 m) is proposed as a correlate to the Triple Tuff-4/ostracod-shale unit. This laminated olive-green shale preserves a white bentonite,apatite nodules, and low concentrations of ostracods. Instead, the lower half of the shale contains a high concentration of Melanoides shells and carbonized plant pieces. However, Melanoides shells are occasionally preserved below the ostracodite at Hadar, and ostracod abundance was observed to be significantly lower in the Hurda Wadi Triple Tuff-4 exposures compared to central and western Hadar (Campisano, 2007, personal commun.). Based on its lithologic and interpreted chronostratigraphic position (see following), we propose this sequence as a correlate to the Triple Tuff-4/ostracod-shale from Hadar.

Kada Hadar Tuff (KHT)

At Hadar, the Kada Hadar Tuff is typically preserved as a beige, silty bentonite, 20–80-cm thick, but vitric channel-fill deposits (likely crevasse-splay channels) are occasionally pre-

confidently identified as the Kada Hadar Tuff.

Triple Tuff 4 (TT-4)

Although none of the Triple Tuffs preserves a vitric component, their unique lithologic context (specifically that of Triple Tuff-4), is diagnostic. At Hadar and Dikika, Triple Tuff-4 is a ubiquitous white bentonite encased in an olive-green laminated fissile-shale that preserves apatite nodules and an ostracodite unit in its lower portion (Tiercelin, 1986; Wynn et al., 2006). In the Middle Ledi section, a similar lithologic unit at the 151 m level (150.87 ± 0.675 m) is proposed as a correlate to the Triple Tuff-4/ostracod-shale unit. This laminated olive-green shale preserves a white bentonite,apatite nodules, and low concentrations of ostracods. Instead, the lower half of the shale contains a high concentration of Melanoides shells and carbonized plant pieces. However, Melanoides shells are occasionally preserved below the ostracodite at Hadar, and ostracod abundance was observed to be significantly lower in the Hurda Wadi Triple Tuff-4 exposures compared to central and western Hadar (Campisano, 2007, personal commun.). Based on its lithologic and interpreted chronostratigraphic position (see following), we propose this sequence as a correlate to the Triple Tuff-4/ostracod-shale from Hadar.

Kada Hadar Tuff (KHT)

At Hadar, the Kada Hadar Tuff is typically preserved as a beige, silty bentonite, 20–80-cm thick, but vitric channel-fill deposits (likely crevasse-splay channels) are occasionally pre-

served below the ostracodite at Hadar, and ostracod abundance was observed to be significantly lower in the Hurda Wadi Triple Tuff-4 exposures compared to central and western Hadar (Campisano, 2007, personal commun.). Based on its lithologic and interpreted chronostratigraphic position (see following), we propose this sequence as a correlate to the Triple Tuff-4/ostracod-shale from Hadar.
Paleomagnetic Sampling

The Middle Ledi section was measured to within centimetric precision for 200.24 m total thickness starting 4.15 m below the base of the Sidi Hakoma Tuff. In the last 30-m-thick section below the Kada Hadar Tuff, sampling and logging were hindered by the poor exposure. Sampling of 2.5-cm-diameter cylindrical rock cores was performed with an electric drill mounted with a diamond-coated bit and cooled with an electric air compressor, both devices powered by a portable generator. Cores were oriented with a compass corrected for local declination (1.7°). One core was sampled at each of the 401 stratigraphic levels separated by an average interval of ~50 cm. All encountered lithologies were sampled. Meter-thick lenticular sandstone beds were avoided as much as was allowed by the outcrop configuration to avoid possible hiatuses associated with the erosional scouring typical of these high-energy deposits. Corrections of negligible bedding tilts were not applied due to the low magnitude of measured dips (<5°) and the potential error associated with the measurements of such low dips.

Paleomagnetic Analysis

Demagnetization and Characteristic Remanent Magnetization (ChRM)

Remanent magnetizations of samples were measured on a 2G Enterprises DC SQUID cryogenic magnetometer. Thermal demagnetization was performed at up to 18 thermal steps in a shielded furnace at the Utrecht University paleomagnetic laboratory. A first selection of pilot samples distributed every 4 m throughout the sampled stratigraphy was stepwise thermally demagnetized in great detail in order to determine characteristic demagnetization behavior, establish the most efficient demagnetization temperature steps, and localize stratigraphic intervals with potential paleomagnetic reversals. These results guided further processing of a second selection of samples at higher stratigraphic resolution from key parts of the section. This ultimately enabled us to distinguish between reliable and less reliable results and to confidently locate reversals in the stratigraphy. In total, 236 samples were thermally demagnetized.

Two main characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) components stand out clearly on vector end-point diagrams and stereographic projections. A low-temperature component (LTC) with only normal-polarity directions is typically demagnetized from ~100 °C to 250 °C. A high-temperature component (HTC) with normal- or reversed-polarity directions decays from ~350 °C to 525 °C (Fig. 3A). On average, 60% of the LTC remanence was quickly removed by 250 °C, leaving a slow decaying HTC up to 525 °C. Generally the remanence reached near-zero values above 550 °C, but in some samples, a higher-temperature component concordant with the HTC was recorded from 550 °C to >620 °C. In some of these samples, the contribution of the LTC was indicated by a normal direction overlapping on a reversed-polarity direction carried by the HTC (Fig. 3B). The LTC was found exclusively with a normal-polarity orientation, while HTC show normal and reverse polarity. This clearly identifies the LTC as a normal overprint. In a majority of samples, the HTC is well expressed, enabling straightforward isolation of normal- or reversed-polarity directions. However, in some samples, the HTC was poorly preserved and did not yield reliable directions (Fig. 3B). For these, overlapping LTC, although usually removed below 350 °C, could be found, extending in a few cases as high as 450 °C, thus indicating the maximum extent of the LTC contribution. This information was crucial for selecting reliable normal-polarity direction. All normal-polarity directions that did not extend beyond 450 °C were considered to be a possible overprint and thus unreliable for further analysis (Fig. 3C).

Rock Magnetism and Magnetic Mineralogy

Rock magnetic experiments were performed to assess the magnetic mineralogy and to better constrain the reliability of the ChRM. To test for potential artifacts due to mineral transformation during stepwise heating, alternating field (AF) demagnetization was performed on 29 pilot samples (Fig. 3D). These AF results show the same general behavior as the thermal demagnetization. This indicates that mineral transformation upon heating

---

**TABLE 1. MAJOR-ELEMENT GEOCHEMISTRY OF THE KADA HADAR TUFF**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>TiO₂</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>MnO</th>
<th>Fe₂O₃</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Ledi</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM06-1047</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>73.96</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM06-1047</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>73.54</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>9.89</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AM06-1047</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>74.08</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>9.69</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hadar</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E02-7413.AV</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>70.55</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>8.98</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>1.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E01-7341.AV</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>avg</td>
<td>69.21</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>±1σ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Samples were analyzed by electron microprobe; n-number of analysis; avg-average values listed as wt% with associated standard deviation (1σ).
did not significantly alter the results. However, AF treatment was less effective in separating the ChRM components.

High-temperature-range thermomagnetic experiments were performed on dry bulk sediments from five representative samples of various lithologies of the investigated stratigraphic section. Measurements using the KLY3-CS bridge show that (1) during heating, a slight susceptibility increase between room temperature and 300–400 °C is followed by a nearly linear decrease up to ~550 °C and a main drop between 550 and 580 °C; and (2) during cooling, susceptibility curve is irreversible below 500 °C (Fig. 4A, lower panel). This irreversibility at lower temperatures suggests the initial presence of maghemite or titanomaghemite altered during heating and therefore not apparent during cooling. The main drop between 550 and 580 °C is characteristic of fine-grained magnetite or Ti-poor titanomagnetite. These results are consistent with high-field thermomagnetic runs performed on a Curie balance, which also show a quasi-linear decrease during ~350–500 °C heating with a slightly sharper moment decrease above 500 °C and an irreversible cooling curve (Fig. 4A, upper panel). These thermomagnetic results, along with the thermal and AF demagnetization behavior and typically high values of NRM and susceptibility (Table DR1), rule out iron sulfides, goethite, or hematite as important contributors to the remanence. However, the results strongly suggest the predominance of fine-grained magnetite and/or Ti-poor titanomagnetite for the HTC, as well as the influence of maghemite and/or titanomaghemite on the LTC.

Low-temperature-range thermomagnetic experiments were performed on dry bulk sediments from five other representative samples using a Quantum Design Magnetic Properties Measurement System (MPMS) at the Faculty of Geosciences at the University of Bremen (Fig. 4B). All zero-field-cooled and field-cooled curves (temperature range 5–300 K, applied field 5 T) lack the indication of stoichiometric magnetite usually shown by the Verwey structural phase transition at ~120 K (Franke et al., 2007). The shift to a lower-temperature transition would be indicative of (1) nonstoichiometric, slightly oxidized magnetite (the Verwey transition can be totally suppressed at a sufficiently high degree of maghematization) or (2) sufficiently high Ti-rich magnetite (the Verwey transition can be totally suppressed at Ti contents > 0.04; Kakol et al., 1994). The presence of Ti-bearing magnetic mineral phases in the samples is further supported by the characteristics of the curves of the low-temperature thermomagnetic

---

1GSA Data Repository item 2008194, which includes tabulated characteristic remanent magnetization directions, is available at www.geosociety.org/pubs/ft2008.htm, or on request from editing@geosociety.org, Documents Secretary, GSA, P.O. Box 9140, Boulder, CO 80301-9140, USA.
runs (cycled between 300 and 5 K, 5 T applied field at room temperature; RT-SIRM, Fig. 4B, lower panel), which indicate a mixed signal of Ti-poor titanomagnetites and Ti-rich titanohematites (Dillon and Franke, 2008) since the presence of notable amounts of pure hematite or goethite has already been excluded. This characteristic mineral combination supports a basaltic origin as the main source of the magnetic material (e.g., Dunlop and Özdemir, 1997; Krása et al., 2005). Parallel conclusions have been reached by Tamrat et al. (1996) based on extensive rock magnetic experiments on samples from comparable lithologies collected from the Hadar research area. They show similar thermomagnetic curves and thermal demagnetization behavior. In addition, they provide hysteresis measurements and three-component IRM experiments showing a dominant low-coercivity component demagnetized below 600 °C. These further suggest a remanence dominated by pseudo–single-domain titanomagnetite clearly associated with the HTC, and a minor contribution from a higher-coercivity mineral such as titanomaghemite.

To further test these suggestions, scanning electron microscopic (SEM) analyses were performed on polished sections of the five representative samples also used for the MPMS measurements described above, using a FEI XL30 SFEG SEM at the Utrecht Electron Microscopy facility at 15 kV acceleration voltage. A thin carbon coating of a few nanometers was applied on the polished sections to avoid surface charging. Backscattered electron imaging was used for visualizations, and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy was used to examine the elemental composition. Recorded elemental spectra were normalized to their respective oxygen maxima. EDAX PhiRhoZ processing software was used to (semi-) quantify the obtained elemental spectra. The micrographs and element spectra show detrital grains of iron (-titanium) mineral phases within the spatial resolution of the SEM within a 0.1–100 μm grain-size range (Fig. 5). Element spectra show magnetite composition (Fig. 5A, 1) and Fe:Ti ratios indicative of (Ti-rich) titanohematites \((\text{Fe}_{1-x} \text{Ti}_x \text{O}_6, 0 \leq x \leq 1)\) (Fig. 5B, 1, 3, and 5) and Ti-poor titanomagnetites \((\text{Fe}_{x} \text{Ti}_y \text{O}_5, 0 \leq y \leq 1)\) (Fig. 5B, 2, 4, and 6), which were calculated according to their stoichiometric formulas (Table 2). The magnetic grains contain minor amounts of metal ions other than Fe and Ti, because substitution of Fe by Mg or Al is a typical phenomenon in detrital (titano-) magnetite. To account for this effect, the total of these three elements \((\text{Fe} + \text{Mg} + \text{Al})\) was calculated according to Dillon and Franke (2008). The calculated titanomagnetite compositions therefore range between TM09 and TM54, while the titanohematite grains have compositions close to pure ilmenite (TH89 to TH98). According to Buddington and Lindsley (1964), the ilmenite content in a titanohematite phase coexists with a titanomagnetite phase of complementary composition. This intergrowth would be typical for low-temperature exsolution processes of slow-cooling basaltic rocks. The resulting domain size of the titanomagnetite is therefore expected to be much smaller than the observed overall particle sizes because it is restricted by the lamellae formed by the titanohematite. The detrital character of these (titano-) magnetites and titanohematites is evident by their fragmental appearance, relatively smooth surfaces, and sharp, curved edges related to shrinkage cracks (Fig. 5B). These indicate variable degrees of maghematization of the grains and thus further support the detrital basaltic origin of the magnetic mineralogy.

Basaltic grains were most probably derived from the numerous basaltic flows available in the drainage basin of the Afar Rift. Recent weathering of these titanomagnetites during the Brunhes normal interval may have produced a chemical remanent magnetization in the titanomaghemite that overprinted, sometimes completely, the original detrital remanent magnetization.
ChRM Direction Analysis

ChRM directions were calculated using least-squares analysis (Kirschvink, 1980) on a minimum of four consecutive steps of the HTC. Line fits were not anchored to the origin. ChRM directions with maximum angular deviation (MAD) above 30° were systematically rejected. Careful selection of ChRM directions (especially of normal polarity directions) is required by the recognized occurrences of a normal overprint potentially extending to relatively high demagnetization temperatures (450 °C). For 93 samples, normal- and reversed-polarity directions were clearly identified on the HTC, where linear decay extended several temperature steps above 450 °C (quality-1 directions, Table DR1 [see footnote 1]). For 69 samples, normal or reversed polarities are indicated but are less reliable (quality-2 directions) because of directional scatter and/or LTC overlap on HTC, resulting in directions slightly divergent from ideal univectorial decay toward the origin. For 57 unreliable samples (quality-3 directions), normal- or reverse-polarity determination is ambiguous due to a strong normal-polarity LTC extending up to 450 °C that partially or fully overprints the HTC. For these samples, unambiguous polarity determination was virtually impossible, especially for HTC of normal polarity. However, for some HTC of reversed-polarity direction, a ChRM direction could be calculated through line fit forced to the origin or through great circle analysis (using the mean of quality-1 reversed directions as set reference point according to the methods of McFadden and McElhinny, 1988), and these were graded as quality-3. To avoid misinterpreting normal overprints as primary record of the magnetic field, which would ultimately result in constructing an erroneous magnetostratigraphic record, we opted for the conservative approach and rejected quality-2 and quality-3 directions altogether from the following magnetostratigraphic record. The remaining set of 93 quality-1 ChRM directions cluster around
antipodal normal- and reverse-polarity mean directions (Fig. 6A) and pass the reversals test, suggesting that our selection procedure was successful in excluding directions biased by the normal overprint (Tauxe, 1998).

Virtual geomagnetic poles (VGP) were calculated from the remaining quality-1 directions, and the Vandamme (1994) criterion was applied to the VGPs. Eleven widely outlying VGPs were excluded by the Vandamme procedure and downgraded to quality-2 directions. The resulting set of 82 quality-1 ChRM directions provides reliable paleomagnetic polarity at an average interval of 2.4 m throughout the sampled section.

Rotation and Flattening of Paleomagnetic Directions

To compare our results to expected paleomagnetic poles, we computed the mean direction using quality-1 ChRM directions with MAD below 15° only (74 directions). The mean of combined normal and reverse directions was compared to the expected direction from the geocentric axial dipole (GAD) or to the expected direction calculated from the apparent polar wander path (APWP) of stable Africa (computed from 25 African poles with mean ages of 3.1 Ma; Besse and Courtillot, 2002). In both cases, results show, at 95% confidence level, that the mean inclination is significantly too shallow by ~5°–10°, while the mean declination is significantly rotated by ~5°–10° in a counterclockwise sense (Table 3). These values can be considered as minimum estimates because bedding tilt correction of the observed low-magnitude dips (0°–5° in northerly direction) was not performed on these data and would increase rotation and flattening by 0°–5°. Our results compare well with previously reported paleomagnetic directions from the same age at the Hadar section (Tamrat et al., 1996), which also show significant flattening and ~5° counterclockwise rotation when compared to the APWP of Africa (although rotation is statistically insignificant if compared to the GAD).

Paleomagnetic results suggest that a small counterclockwise rotation (~5°–10°) has affected the region after deposition of these rocks since ca. 3 Ma. This may reflect subsequent deformation of the Hadar Basin, possibly associated with the extension of the Afar Rift during the 3–1 Ma northward propagation of Stratoid Series volcanism (Manighetti et al., 2001; Lahitte et al., 2003; Wolfenden et al., 2004). Similar to Tamrat et al. (1996), we observe ~5°–10° flattening of inclination interpreted to result from sedimentary processes during deposition and compaction. This is supported by successful correction of flattening using the method of Tauxe (2005). The observed shallow inclination of 11.5° ± 4.9° is corrected to 21.3° (95% confidence interval is 17°–26°; Fig. 6B). This compares well with the expected inclination (16.4° ± 4.9° for the APWP or 21.5° for the GAD). In addition to the reliability tests and quality selection of the ChRM directions, the rotation and successful correction of flattening further support a primary and detrital origin of the remanent magnetization. Thus, the selected directions are suitable for constructing a reliable magnetostratigraphic section.

Figure 6. (A) Characteristic remanent magnetization (ChRM) directions projected in lower (full symbol) and upper (open symbol) hemispheres of stereogram. Smaller symbols are 11 directions rejected by Vandamme (1994) criterion. The observed means of normal and of reversed ChRM directions are compared to the expected direction calculated from the apparent polar wander path (APWP) of Africa at 3.1 Ma (Besse and Courtillot, 2002) at the site location (Table 3). The flattened distribution of the ChRM directions contrasts with the northsouth–elongated distribution expected for geomagnetic directions at these low latitudes. (B) Correction of observed (Obs.) inclination error using the method developed in Tauxe (2005) applied to the quality-1 ChRM directions with maximum angular deviation (MAD) < 15° (n = 72). Black curve shows variation of the elongation of the data set distribution with respect to mean inclination when affected by a flattening factor ranging from 0.35 to 1.00; light-gray curves are the same for generated data sets from bootstrap analysis. The corrected inclination is given by the intersection with the expected elongation (dotted curve) from the geomagnetic model. Background histograms indicate distribution of corrected inclinations with mean of 21.3° and 95% confidence interval (17°–26°).
Magnetostratigraphic Analysis

**Correlation to the Paleomagnetic Polarity Time Scale**

Three distinct paleomagnetic polarity intervals separated by two reversals are clearly identified by the distribution of normal and reverse quality-1 directions (Fig. 7). The consistency of the polarity of quality-1 directions within those polarity intervals further supports the reliability of our data-selection procedure. At both reversals, careful demagnetization of all collected samples was performed to obtain the best possible resolution for the stratigraphic position of these reversals, resulting in positions of 99.05 ± 4.00 m for the bottom reversal and 191.11 ± 3.40 m for the top reversal. The thickness of these inversion intervals and the fewer quality-1 directions within them are consistent with the typical duration of weak transitional geomagnetic field during reversals (Clement et al., 2004; Valet et al., 2005).

Correlation to the paleomagnetic polarity time scale is indicated by the age of the tuff horizons recognized in the Middle Ledi sections and correlated to dated composite sections from the Hadar research area (Fig. 7). Similar to the pattern found in these other sections, the Sidi Hakoma Tuff and the Kada Hadar Tuff bracket a reversed interval that includes Triple Tuff-4 and is therefore unmistakably recognized as the Mammoth C2An.2r. The two identified reversals thus provide two age constraints to the Middle Ledi section in addition to the three dated tie points supplied by the correlation of the Sidi Hakama Tuff, Triple Tuff-4, and the Kada Hadar Tuff.

**Age References**

To derive sediment accumulation rates from these five age reference tie points, we present below a review of the present level of precision and accuracy on these age estimates. The reference ages for the Mammoth C2An.2r boundaries have been revised since the last publications of magnetostratigraphic results from the Hadar Formation (Renne et al., 1993; Tamrat et al., 1996). These previous ages (3.330 Ma and 3.220 Ma for the bottom and top of the Mammoth C2An.2r, respectively) relied on the astronomically calibrated Pliocene time scale established by Hilgen (1991) based on the correlation of sedimentary cycles from Mediterranean marine successions to the precession time series of the astronomical solution of Berger and Loutre (1991). However, application of recent astronomical solutions (Laskar et al., 2004), which provide a better fit to the Mediterranean record, yields an updated time scale with 3.300 Ma and 3.207 Ma ages for the bottom and top of the Mammoth C2An.2r, respectively (Lourens et al., 1996, 2004). More recently, Lisiecki and Raymo (2005) revised these ages to 3.319 Ma and 3.210 Ma, respectively, based on a stack of 57 globally distributed benthic δ¹⁸O records. Errors in these astronomical solutions may arise from uncertainties of tidal dissipation and changes in global ice volume altering Earth’s dynamical ellipticity (Lourens et al., 2001), but the best fit to the Mediterranean record is obtained with present-day values of tidal dissipation and dynamical ellipticity, suggesting that these values have not significantly altered the Pliocene-Pleistocene record (Lourens et al., 1996). However, remaining uncertainties in the time lag among astronomical forcing, climate response, and registration in the stratigraphic record, and the assumption of a constant sedimentation rate between astronomically calibrated points, must be accounted for when constructing the time scale. Although these parameters are not readily resolvable, we apply a reasonable bracket for the related error previously proposed by Kuiper et al. (2004), by assigning a ±5 k.y. uncertainty to all the astronomically calibrated ages.

The ages of the three identified tuffaceous layers within the Middle Ledi section are provided by stratigraphic correlations to the Sidi Hakama Tuff (SHT), Triple Tuff-4 (Triple Tuff-4), and the Kada Hadar Tuff (KHT), previously dated by ⁴⁰Ar/³⁹Ar at Hadar to 3.397 ± 0.029 Ma, 3.220 ± 0.012 Ma, and 3.175 ± 0.012 Ma, respectively; ages are given with their analytical error (Walter and Aronson, 1993; Walter, 1994). Since the publication of these ages, new intercalibration of the neutron fluence monitor standard (Fish Canyon Tuff sanidine age increased from 27.84 to 28.02 Ma by Renne et al., 1998) yields revised ages of 3.419 ± 0.029 Ma, 3.241 ± 0.012 Ma, and 3.196 ± 0.012 Ma for the Sidi Hakama Tuff, Triple Tuff-4, and Kada Hadar Tuff, respectively. For the Sidi Hakama Tuff, an independent age estimate of 3.41 ± 0.01 Ma is provided via geochemical correlation to the correlation of the Sidi Hakoma Tuff, Triple Tuff-4 and the Kada Hadar Tuff (KHT), previously dated by ⁴⁰Ar/³⁹Ar at Hadar to 3.397 ± 0.029 Ma, 3.220 ± 0.012 Ma, and 3.175 ± 0.012 Ma, respectively; ages are given with their analytical error (Walter and Aronson, 1993; Walter, 1994). Since the publication of these ages, new intercalibration of the neutron fluence monitor standard (Fish Canyon Tuff sanidine age increased from 27.84 to 28.02 Ma by Renne et al., 1998) yields revised ages of 3.419 ± 0.029 Ma, 3.241 ± 0.012 Ma, and 3.196 ± 0.012 Ma for the Sidi Hakama Tuff, Triple Tuff-4, and Kada Hadar Tuff, respectively. For the Sidi Hakama Tuff, an independent age estimate of 3.41 ± 0.01 Ma is provided via geochemical correlation to

### Table 3. Mean Paleomagnetic Directions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Observed mean direction</th>
<th>Rotation</th>
<th>Flattening</th>
<th>Reference pole</th>
<th>Expected I</th>
<th>Expected D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Middle Ledi (this study)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-1</td>
<td>354.4 11.4 2.9 30.5 82</td>
<td>6.3 ± 3.2</td>
<td>5.0 ± 4.5</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>16.4 ± 4.9</td>
<td>2.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-1</td>
<td>354.4 11.4 2.9 30.5 82</td>
<td>5.6 ± 2.4</td>
<td>10.1 ± 2.3</td>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-1 MAD &lt; 15</td>
<td>354.8 11.5 3.1 29.4 74</td>
<td>7.9 ± 3.3</td>
<td>4.9 ± 4.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>16.4 ± 4.9</td>
<td>2.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q-1 MAD &lt; 15</td>
<td>354.4 11.5 3.1 29.4 74</td>
<td>5.6 ± 2.5</td>
<td>10.0 ± 2.5</td>
<td>GAD</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>180.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hadar (Tamrat et al., 1996)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamrat, 1996</td>
<td>358.6 7.0 4.0 17.9 72</td>
<td>4.1 ± 3.8</td>
<td>9.4 ± 5.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>16.4 ± 4.9</td>
<td>2.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamrat, 1996</td>
<td>358.6 7.0 4.0 17.9 72</td>
<td>4.1 ± 3.8</td>
<td>9.4 ± 5.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>16.4 ± 4.9</td>
<td>2.7 ± 2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Data set—averaged paleomagnetic data set of ChRM directions (Q-1 indicates mean of quality-1 ChRM directions; Q-1 MAD < 15 indicates mean of quality-1 ChRM directions with maximum angular deviation [MAD] less than 15°; Tamrat et al., 1996). ChRM directions are from Tamrat et al. (1996). Observed mean directions: $D_s$—mean declination; $I_s$—mean inclination; $a_95$—angular radius of 95% confidence; $k$—concentration parameter; $n$—number of averaged ChRM directions. Rotation $R = \Delta R$ (Flattening $F = \Delta F$)—difference and 95% confidence between the observed mean inclination (inclination) and the declination (inclination) expected from the apparent polar wander path (APWP) of Africa at 3.1 Ma (Besse and Courtillot, 2002) at the site location (11.13°N, 40.67°E).
Figure 7. Middle Ledi section (right): Magnetostratigraphic results (“VGP latitude” is virtual geomagnetic pole latitude derived from characteristic remanent magnetization [ChRM] directions) with associated sediment accumulation rates (Sed. rate). Time scale (center): Correlations of tuffaceous and basaltic horizons (KHT—Kada Hadar Tuff, TT-4—Triple Tuff 4, KMB—Kada Damum Basalt, SHT—Sidi Hakoma Tuff) and chron boundaries to reference ages from calibrated 40Ar/39Ar dates on associated horizons and from the astronomically tuned polarity time scale (APTS), with their associated uncertainties (see Table 4). Unda Hadar and central Hadar (left): Stratigraphic levels of tuff horizons and chron boundaries and associated sediment accumulation rates from the Unda Hadar section (Renne et al., 1993) and the central Hadar section (Campisano, 2007) of the Hadar research area.
a tephra within the astronomically calibrated Gulf of Aden deposits (deMenocal and Brown, 1999). This slightly younger age is not significantly different from the $^{39}$Ar/$^{40}$Ar result, but it provides a more precise age with lower absolute uncertainty. However, it should be noted that the tuning is based on the solution of Berger and Loutre (1991) not yet updated to the Laskar et al. (2004) solutions. A new age estimate for Triple Tuff-4 by Campisano (2007) of 3.256 ± 0.016 Ma is within one standard deviation of the previously reported Triple Tuff-4 age, but it suggests that Triple Tuff-4 could be slightly older. However, this estimate relies on only 10 single-crystal analyses in contrast to 20 single grains for Walter (1994). An independent check on age estimates of the Mammoth C2An.2r boundaries, the Sidi Hakoma Tuff, and the Triple Tuff-4 is provided later using our magnetostratigraphic results.

**Sediment Accumulation Rates**

For the five tie points provided by the three identified tuffaceous horizons and the two reversal boundaries of the Mammoth C2An.2r, the various proposed ages and associated uncertainties are plotted against stratigraphic level (Fig. 8).
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Figure 8. (A) Age versus stratigraphic level for the Middle Ledi section. Age estimates of tuffaceous horizons ($^{39}$Ar/$^{40}$Ar dates calibrated according to Renne et al. [1998] and given with 1σ error on age) are compared to chron boundary ages (from astronomically tuned polarity time scales with 5 k.y. estimated uncertainty on age) with associated uncertainties on stratigraphic position. KHT—Kada Hadar Tuff, TT-4—Triple Tuff 4, SHT—Sidi Hakoma Tuff. The best fit to constant sediment accumulation rates (indicated on the curve in cm/k.y.) is provided by age estimates depicted with black diamonds. Gray area indicates time span of the interval of high accumulation rate, which is compared to climate proxies and parameters: (B) Terrigenous dust off East Africa Deep Sea Drilling Project (DSDP) Site 721/722 (deMenocal, 1995), (C) Mediterranean planktonic δ¹⁸O (Lourens et al., 1996) and sapropels (s) (Eimes et al., 2000), and (D) 21 June insolation at 11°N (Laskar et al., 2004).
Sediment accumulation rates are estimated by linear interpolation between the five successive tie points. An excellent linear fit is obtained below the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r down to the Sidi Hakoma Tuff. In this interval, interpolations of chron boundary ages fall within the analytical error of the $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages. This supports the consistency between the calibrated $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages (Renne et al., 1998) and the astronomically tuned polarity time scales (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Lourens et al., 2005). The age estimates that minimize sediment accumulation rate variations are the Sidi Hakoma Tuff age of Walter and Aronson (1993), the Mammoth C2An.2r boundary ages of Lisiecki and Raymo (2005), and the Triple Tuff-4 age of Campisano (2007). Accordingly, rates are nearly constant (average 88 cm/k.y.) from the Sidi Hakoma Tuff at the base of the section to the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r, but a threefold increase (273 cm/k.y.) is indicated between the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r and the Kada Hadar Tuff (Table 4; Fig. 8).

This large increase in accumulation rates remains significant regardless of the proposed tie-point age estimate, and it is robust beyond uncertainties on ages and stratigraphic positions of reversals and tuffaceous horizons. Keeping the rate constant above the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r is not viable. It would require either an impossibly low stratigraphic position for the Kada Hadar Tuff at the 203 m level, or the unlikely option that the age of the Kada Hadar Tuff is too old by 3σ, even though this $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ age with 26 sanidine analyses is one of the better constrained in the Hadar region (Walter, 1994). An error caused by invalid calibration of the fluence monitor standard is also unlikely because it would imply offsetting not only all the other otherwise concordant $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ ages issued from the same laboratory conditions (i.e., the Berkeley Geochronology Center), but also the Sidi Hakoma Tuff astronomically calibrated in ocean records (deMenocal and Brown, 1999). Alternatively, constant rates would require shifting the age of the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r to a precession cycle older than reported. An error in the tuning of all the Meditteranean type sections (Lourens et al., 1996, 2005) and the 57 benthic $\delta^{18}\text{O}$ records (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) is unlikely. It would require not only changing the position of one precession cycle in these records, but also shifting positions of well-established 100 and 400 k.y. eccentricity cycles. Additionally, an error in the stratigraphic position of the paleomagnetic reversal in the type sections (e.g., through delayed acquisition of remanent magnetization) is unlikely given the detailed resolution of sampling and demagnetization of these sections (van Hoof and Langereis, 1991). Thus, we conclude from sediment accumulation rates in the Middle Ledi that deposition was near constant at ~90 cm/k.y. since ca. 3.4 Ma, and it increased significantly at ca. 3.2 Ma.

### Comparison to Hadar Basin Stratigraphy

When compared to the Hadar and Gona areas, with typical 20–30 cm/yr accumulation rates (Campisano and Feibel, 2007; Quade et al., this volume), the ~90 cm/k.y. rates in the Ledi-Geraru area clearly indicate that it was positioned close to or within the depocenter of the Hadar Basin. When compared to the Unda Hadar (eastern) and central Hadar sections, an eastward thickening of the stratigraphy is immediately apparent (Fig. 7). The thickness between the Sidi Hakoma Tuff up to the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r in the central Hadar section is almost doubled in the Unda Hadar and more than tripled in the Middle Ledi. This eastward thickening is nearly identical among the central Hadar, Unda Hadar, and Middle Ledi sections at ~12 m/km (ratio of thickness increase in meters to E-W distance in kilometers between sections), and it translates into regional 1° easterly tilt of the Sidi Hakoma Tuff with respect to the horizon representing the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r.

Sediment accumulation rates derived between tie points compare well between the three sections (Fig. 7; Table 4). In the Unda Hadar, although the precise position of the Kada Hadar Tuff in relation to the top of the Mammoth interval is not readily available from published records, extrapolation of constant accumulation yields an unlikely stratigraphic position for the Kada Hadar Tuff (119.35 m) only a few meters above the Mammoth C2An.2r and much lower than the Confetti Clay horizon shown 15–25 m above the Mammoth C2An.2r in Schmitt and Naim (1984). This strongly suggests that sediment accumulation must also have increased in this interval at Unda Hadar, because the Kada Hadar Tuff is only a few meters below the Confetti Clay (Campisano and Feibel, this volume). Below the Kada Hadar

### Table 4. Ages, Stratigraphic Locations, and Accumulation Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rock unit or reversal</th>
<th>Reference Central Hadar</th>
<th>Unda Hadar</th>
<th>Middle Ledi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Age ± δAge ΔAge (ka)</td>
<td>Level (cm)</td>
<td>Rate (cm/k.y.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHT*</td>
<td>3419 ± 43 45</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mam_b†</td>
<td>3319 ± 5 5</td>
<td>3500 35</td>
<td>5600 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KMB†</td>
<td>3301 ± 40 52</td>
<td>4081 32</td>
<td>7800 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-4†</td>
<td>3256 ± 16 36</td>
<td>5809 38</td>
<td>10,500 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mam_t†</td>
<td>3210 ± 5 5</td>
<td>6509 15</td>
<td>11,600 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KHT**</td>
<td>3196 ± 12 43</td>
<td>8671 154</td>
<td>11,935 extrap.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaena_b†</td>
<td>3127 ± 5 5</td>
<td>11,201 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Reference ages of rock units are from: *—Walter and Aronson (1993), †—Renne et al. (1993), ‡—Campisano (2007), and **—Walter (1994). Reversal ages (_b_ and _t_ for chron bottom and top, respectively) are according to time scales of: §—Lisiecki and Raymo (2004). δAge—analytical error; ΔAge—absolute uncertainty; Level—stratigraphic levels, in italic if linearly extrapolated from rate at underlying tie point; Rate—sediment accumulation rate derived from linear interpolation.
these flows is expressed by an erosional escarpment defining the tigraphy from west to east. Toward the west, the termination of the eastern end of the Ledi-Geraru research area. Basaltic lavas become of the Hadar Formation). Normal faulting is present at the east-eastern margin of the basin (at least the ~300 m total thickness of the Kada Hadar Tuff, rates return to near average values (34 cm/k.y.) between the Kada Hadar Tuff and the base of the Kaena C2An.1r interval, indicating that the increase in accumulation rate was a short-lived event. Finally, the regional consistency of the results signifies that processes responsible for the accumulation increase operated at the scale of the entire Hadar Basin and cannot be attributed to inaccurate stratigraphic positions of reversals, to a local fault, or to a local change in the drainage pattern that would be restricted to only one section.

DISCUSSION

Tectonic Configuration of Hadar Basin

By extending the stratigraphic record further east into the Ledi-Geraru area, our results clearly show eastward thickening of the Hadar Formation. This result supports previous work that suggested thickening in eastward (Tiercelin, 1986) or north-eastward (Wynn et al., 2006) directions (our results constrain the east-west component of thickening but not the north-south component). An eastward thickening pattern indicates that sediment accumulation space was more important on the eastern flank than on the western flank of the basin, suggesting an asymmetric eastward-tilting graben configuration. This basin geometry may have resulted from normal faulting on the eastern margin of the basin or eastward-increasing thermal subsidence (Einsele, 2000). We rule out the possibility that the dip formed before deposition to be later filled in by sediments because that would result in progradational stratigraphic successions (coarsening upward) in opposition to the observed aggradational patterns observed in the Hadar Formation.

To account for the observed 1° eastward dip accumulated in ~200 k.y. between the Sidi Hakoma Tuff and the top of Mammoth C2An.2r, significant subsidence is required toward the eastern margin of the basin (at least the ~300 m total thickness of the Hadar Formation). Normal faulting is present at the eastern end of the Ledi-Geraru research area. Basaltic lavas become progressively thicker and a more significant portion of the stratigraphy from west to east. Toward the west, the termination of these flows is expressed by an erosional escarpment defining the present irregular western edge of the Eibdaha Plateau because of their greater resistance to erosion (Fig. 1). Toward the east, these flows are cut by numerous north-south–trending normal faults. A major break (east of the Eibdaha Plateau) drops basalts with a thin Hadar sedimentary cover down to the west against the basalts to the east. This boundary continues to the south and is manifest as an ~50-m-high west-facing escarpment that we refer to as the Eibdaha fault zone. The Eibdaha fault zone forms the eastern boundary of the Hadar Formation stratigraphy, and the Eibdaha Plateau is tilted eastward both north and south of the Awash River. These relationships, observed in the field, on digital elevation models (90 m Shuttle Radar Topography Mission [SRTM] imagery), and on aerial photography, suggest a down-to-the-west normal displacement. However, the Eibdaha fault zone may postdate Hadar Formation deposition because it offsets the Hadar Formation, and rocks coeval with the Hadar Formation (Afar Stratoid Basalts) are exposed in the footwall (Kidane et al., 2003). Further investigation is required to constrain the age and displacement history on these faults.

Alternatively, the eastward thickness increase may result from increasing thermal subsidence, as suggested by the steadiness of the accumulation rates observed throughout the Hadar Basin during a relatively long time interval (ca. 3.4 Ma to ca. 3.2 Ma). We observe, however, that these rates (30–90 cm/k.y.) are greater than the low regional subsidence expected in the Pliocene by thermal and flexural modeling based on kinematic and crustal thickness reconstructions (Redfield et al., 2003). Redfield et al. (2003) estimated crustal thinning and thermal weakening at the scale of an entire 180-km-long “Hadar block” from the Ethiopian escarpment to the rift center since 20 Ma. In detail, Redfield et al. (2003) suggested that the logarithmic subsidence decrease since 6.2 Ma was negligible regionally, but that the elastic lithosphere became so thin that stretching accommodation was localized rather than regional. As a result, a high thermal gradient would be expected between the Ethiopian escarpment (elastic thickness up to 60 km) and the adjacent stretched lithosphere (elastic thickness down to 5 km). Consistently, the observed Hadar Formation thickening away from the Ethiopian escarpment may be related to the high gradient of flexural rigidity producing riftward downwarping through differential thermal subsidence, possibly enhanced by sediment loading as described on the western margin of the Afar Depression (Beyene and Abdelsalam, 2005), the Adama basin just south of the Afar Depression (Wolfenden et al., 2004), or the Gulf of Aden passive margin in Oman (Gunnell et al., 2007; Petit et al., 2007).

Interestingly, the observed sediment transport directions measured in the Hadar Formation are directed eastward, with proximal deposits (alluvial and fluviatile sands and gravels) along the Ethiopian escarpment and distal lacustrine deposits toward the Afar Depression (Aronson and Taieb, 1981; Tiercelin, 1986; Quade et al., 2004). This suggests that the higher, eroding topography that provided the sediment source—such as the Ethiopian escarpment—was already present west of the basin as indicated by thermochronologic results from the Ethiopian Plateau (Pik et al., 2003; Gani et al., 2007). It should be noted that rift escarpments do not require active faulting to be sustained, but they are usually described as long-lasting (over 10s of m.y.) geomorphic features inherited from the main base-level drop of the initial rifting (e.g., Braun and van der Beek, 2004). We therefore argue that, although the Hadar Formation sediment originated from the
existing rift escarpment to the west, the accumulation was not primarily controlled by faulting along the rift escarpment but rather by increased subsidence toward the Afar Depression.

Environmental Change Ca. 3.2 Ma

The remarkably constant sediment accumulation rates from ca. 3.4 Ma to ca. 3.2 Ma suggest that the Hadar Basin was at close to dynamic aggradational equilibrium during that period. Perturbation of this steady state is required by the conspicuous sediment accumulation increase occurring between the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r interval and the Kada Hadar Tuff. Interestingly, the most distinctive sedimentologic feature of this particular interval in the Middle Ledi section is a 65% increase in the amount of sandstone. This increase is also noted at Hadar, where this interval includes a set of sandy layers referred to as the Denen Dora-2 and -3 sands (DD-2s, DD-3s). This interval has been intensely studied because it preserves a large proportion of the hominin fossil record from the Hadar Basin (Behrensmeyer, this volume). In addition to the large number of hominins from the DD-2 and DD-3 interval, this sequence also preserves by far the greatest number of paleontological specimens from Hadar. Of the 11 submember divisions at Hadar, specimens from the DD-2 and DD-3 submembers account for more than 40% of the Hadar paleontological assemblage but represent less than 8% of the time recorded (Campisano, 2007). Although the abundance of preserved specimens may be a result of ecological or taphonomic factors related to DD-2 and DD-3 depositional environments, it may also be a function of increased preservation potential associated with the exceptionally high rate of sediment deposition documented in this interval.

Whereas the DD-2 sand is laterally discontinuous and only 2.5 m in maximum thickness, the DD-3 sand is extensive and laterally persistent. This upward-fining sand can reach up to 10 m in thickness and displays an erosional base, well-developed cross-bedding, and lateral accretion surfaces (Tiercelin, 1986; Campisano and Feibel, this volume). The DD-3 forms a time-transgressive progradational sequence typical of a dissecting meandering fluvial system coming from the western Hadar region, where it is often conglomeratic (Quade et al., 2004). The sudden occurrence of this high-energy fluvial system prograding onto more distal sediments suggests three possible mechanisms decreasing in basin subsidence, and/or (3) higher detrital influx forcing the drainage basin configuration: (1) water-level lowering, (2) decrease in basin subsidence, and/or (3) higher detrital influx (Keighley et al., 2003). At Hadar, the Kada Hadar Tuff is typically interbedded within the overbank silts of the DD-3 system and subsequently transitions to low-gradient fluvial, paludal, and lacustrine deposition similar to that found below the DD-3. This suggests that the basin quickly returned to dynamic equilibrium after the event, as also shown by a return to average values of accumulation rates in the central Hadar region (Campisano, 2007; Table 4).

For the Hadar Basin, variations in sediment accumulation rates have usually been attributed to tectonically controlled variations in accumulation space through fault-slip and subsidence (Aronson and Taieb, 1981; Tiercelin, 1986). Although this may be the case for the widespread ca. 2.9 Ma unconformity separating the Busidima and Hadar Formations (Quade et al., 2004), a major regional tectonic event at ca. 3.2 Ma, with associated long-term subsidence and uplift, can be ruled out by the sudden and short-lived nature of the observed accumulation increase. Also, increased subsidence would more likely result in transgression of distal sediments rather than the observed prograding DD-type sands. Taking the ages and associated uncertainties at face value, the accumulation increase found between the top of the Mammoth C2An.2r interval and the Kada Hadar Tuff would have occurred in less than 30 k.y. Within such a short time span, the basin can be assumed to have maintained steady-state conditions in relation to tectonic subsidence and relief. The observed accumulation increase and progradation of the DD sands are thus more likely related to landscape equilibration after (1) a sudden change in drainage configuration and/or (2) climatic fluctuations (Eimele and Hinderer, 1998). Deciding between these two possible causes is difficult. The drainage configuration may have been suddenly and significantly altered by mechanisms such as a regional tuff deposition, suddenly increasing erosional efficiency, or minor local faulting opening the basin outlet, draining the lake, and resulting in a base-level drop that could have induced increased sediment transport to the basin from up-river catchments. At present, no evidence for the occurrence of such mechanisms has been reported from the Hadar region. Alternatively, climatic fluctuations at or below the scale of precession cycles (20 k.y.) may have produced lowering of the lake level and/or increased erosional efficiency and sediment transport to the basin, without necessitating a change in drainage configuration.

This climate-related hypothesis, previously proposed for the DD-3 sand (Tiercelin, 1986), can be substantiated by comparison to existing climate proxies (Fig. 8). Locally, pollen and stable isotope analysis have been gathered from the Hadar Basin (Bonnefille et al., 2004; Levin et al., 2004; Quade et al., 2004; Wynn et al., 2006). However, the age resolution of these studies is still insufficient to decipher a short event at ca. 3.2 Ma. Regionally relevant climate indicators are available with higher time resolution from the Gulf of Aden and the Mediterranean. They show that the ca. 3.2 Ma event occurs at the end of a relatively “quiet” period expressed by low variability in the amount of terrigenous material transported to the Gulf of Aden (deMenocal, 1995) as well as in Mediterranean planktonic δ18O values (Lourens et al., 1996), and by fewer sapropel layers in the eastern Mediterranean basin (sapropel layers are tied to low-latitude summer insolation driving East African monsoon rainfall on the Ethiopian Highlands where both the Blue Nile and the Awash River originate; Emeis et al., 2000). This quiet period corresponds to a peculiar configuration in Earth’s orbital parameters arising from a combination of low eccentricity and low-amplitude obliquity variation, reducing the precession influence on Earth insolation and favoring damped seasonality (Laskar et al., 2004). We propose that the ca. 3.2 Ma event may have been related to the onset of increased climate
variability, perturbing the landscape by increasing sediment discharge and increasing sediment accumulation after a relatively long period of low variability. Testing this hypothesis will require further work focusing on increasing temporal resolution of climatic proxies directly from the sediments of the Hadar Basin.

Relationship to Hominin Evolution and the Paleontological Record

The Hadar Basin contains abundant fossils of *Australopithecus afarensis* between 3.45 Ma and 2.95 Ma (Kimbel et al., 2004). These fossils sample an evolving lineage that can be traced back at least to the first appearance of an earlier species, *A. anamensis*, at ca. 4.2 Ma (Kimbel et al., 2006). Evolutionary changes occurred at various points in the *A. anamensis*-*afarensis* lineage. The last change was an increase in lower jaw size that probably indicates a general increase in body size (Lockwood et al., 2000; Kimbel et al., 2004). This increase in size took place at some point above the Kada Hadar Tuff (ca. 3.2 Ma) and before ca. 3.0 Ma, but the paucity of *A. afarensis* fossils between these ages makes it impossible to be more precise.

Among other mammalian fauna, there are an increase and influx of more arid-adapted taxa, particularly bovids, at Hadar during the interval of 3.2 Ma to 3.0 Ma (Campisano and Reed, 2007; Reed, 2008). The coincidence of a dramatic change in local rates of sediment accumulation with a shift in some records of global environmental change (discussed already) raises the possibility that the Afar faunal community was directly affected by these events. In particular, the onset of high-amplitude climate oscillations and increased aridity in eastern Africa between 3.15 and 2.95 Ma may have been linked to the size-related morphological changes within the *A. afarensis* lineage and the increasing proportion of more arid-adapted mammalian taxa during this period (Campisano and Feibel, 2007). These suggestions remain speculative, but they highlight the importance of well-calibrated records for fossils, chronology, and paleoenvironmental indicators to the study of variation within species as well as patterns of species turnover. In addition, more work is necessary in South Africa and other parts of the continent to determine whether the events in Hadar record are paralleled elsewhere.
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